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Zero emission city logistics for longer trips –
including fast charging in parcel delivery operations
1. Motivation: Dutch climate agreement and zero emission zones for city logistics
2. State of affairs: Electric freight vehicles in practice
3. Research set-up: The set-up and objectives of FLEX EV
4. Monitoring results: What happened in FLEX EV
5. Main lessons: Experiences from using electric freight vehicles in practice
6. Scenario analysis: TCO developments for different scenarios based on
variations in vehicles and charging strategies
7. Sensitivity analysis: Effects of changes in external factors
8. Conclusion: Towards zero emission city logistics…
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1. MOTIVATION

Dutch climate agreement and zero emission
zones for city logistics
Dutch climate agreement to meet Paris-climate goals
Medium-sized zero-emission zones for city logistics by
2025 in more than 30 Dutch cities
Reduce 1Mton CO2 emissions per year
Accelerate uptake zero emission freight vehicles
First cities zones are published
Joint implementation agenda is published
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Source: https://opwegnaarzes.nl/application/files/7816/1426/4299/ZES-toegang_ZE-zones-.png

2. STATE OF AFFAIRS

Electric freight vehicles in practice
The number of electric freight vehicles in city logistics is increasing
Mainly vans, hardly trucks
Demonstrations, pilots and using EFVs in practice show that many city
logistics operations can be carried out
EFVs are only a small part of the total fleet and as a result:
EFVs are planned for those routes that fit with battery range (driver
range anxiety, and extra efforts for planners)
Little experience is gained with charging during the operations, with
different charging strategies, or with charging larger fleets
Limited range remains a barrier to large-scale implementation
EFVs are seen by practitioners as vehicles that can do only some of the
daily operations
https://www.rvo.nl/sites/default/files/2021/07/Statistics%20Electric%20Vehicles%2
0and%20Charging%20in%20The%20Netherlands%20up%20to%20and%20including%
4
20June%202021%20-%20versie%203.pdf

3. RESEARCH SET-UP

The set-up and objectives of FLEX EV
Dutch subsidy (2Meuro) for practical demonstration (DKTI) rewarded
FLEX EV to demonstrate a mix of opportunity charging and overnight
charging to examine the impact on the TCO
through the ability to drive more kilometers
limited investment at the hub for charging infrastructure
the use of smaller batteries (once operators are used to fast
charging)
and thus also a faster upscaling of EFVs in daily city logistics
operations.
The FLEX EV partners, PitPoint (Total), DHL, Roadrunner, EMOSS and
TNO
Projects runs from 2018-2021, 39 EFVs are procured:
DHL: 34 vans (retrofitted e-Ducatos) and 2 trucks (retrofitted, EMOSS)
Roadrunner: 3 vans (Nissan eNV250)
Fast charging location (and reservation system) was established
(Pitpoint, at Total-site)
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4. MONITORING RESULTS

What happened in FLEX EV

During the project we monitored the following
KPIs:
Distance per day
Range electric
Deployment per day
Time per stop
Energy consumption electric

Distance (km)

Charging location occupation
Required energy per vehicle per day
CO2 emission reduction (derived)
We have documented the experiences based
on regular interviews with those involved
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5. MAIN LESSONS

Experiences from using electric freight vehicles in
practice
Roadrunner (courier services)
EFVs were used for all operations; planners and drivers got used to the
requirements
Range anxiety disappeared due to more rapid charging and the high density
fast charging network at the highways
DHL (express)
Many technical issues with retrofitted vehicles (reduced trust)
Fast charging was hardly necessary in operations due to large batteries; fast
charging location fitted DHL’s roundtrip planning
Reservation system did not fit operational requirements (adapted version was
not tested due to malfunctioning of EFVs)
Pitpoint (fast chargers)
Difficult to realize fast charging station (availability locations, restrictions, ..)
Limited demand for fast charging and vehicle restrictions for fast charging
Reservation system made ad hoc charging impossible
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6. SCENARIO ANALYSIS

TCO developments for variations in
vehicles and charging strategies
TCO was analyzed based on demonstration data for the
following scenarios:
1. Reference (diesel vehicle)
2. Electric vehicle (no fast charging)
3. Electric vehicle (fast charging, well integrated)
4. Electric vehicle (fast charging, moderately integrated)
For the following vehicle types:
Small van (type Nissan NV250 / Nissan eNV250)
Big van (type Mercedes Sprinter / Mercedes eSprinter)
Small truck (type EMOSS 1420)
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7. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Effects of changes in external factors
We examined the impact of several (external) factors that could
influence the TCO for the coming years:
Shorter depreciation period for diesel vehicles
No subsidy for electric vehicles
Lower battery pack costs due to mass production
More efficient use of electric vehicles
More frequent home charging by drivers
Fast charging during breaks
Occasional extreme waiting times
Varying route profile
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8. CONCLUSION

Towards zero emission city logistics…
Integrating (fast) charging in the operations is possible
Getting familiar with fast charging in operations reduces range anxiety and helps
both planner and driver to use EFVs even if routes are larger than the battery
range
High density of fast charging locations are required
Fast charging reservation systems should be user friendly in order to become
part of the daily operations, for example by
providing information on how a charging point has been occupied, how long
will the occupying vehicle probably continue to charge, and how long the
queue for a charging point is
making it possible to reserve a place in the queue in advance (remotely).
charge up to 80% SOC when someone is in the queue.
a time limit on charging if there is a queue.
no-show penalty after reservation.
All partners continue EFV operations and will even increase it
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